
Introducing end to end intelligence grade security

Introducing end to end intelligence- grade security to businesses

Your work is valuable, it deserves KAZUAR protection

Peace of mind: Enjoy business
continuity even under compromise

Always available:  Enjoy secure access to 
your most sensitive information
wherever you are – traveling, at home 
and even using compromised Wi-Fi

Security:  Thwart even the most
sophisticated state-level attacks which 
are not covered by any combination of 
existing products

Convenience:  Exceptional user
experience, flexible and swiftly scalable

Freedom to work:  Focus on growing
your business rather than worrying about 
cyber security

End to end: Obtain a complete 
holistic hardware and software 
solution - end points and server side



KAZUAR BLACK

KAZUAR Black offers a paradigm shifting end to end hardware and software cyber 
security solution for organizations that cannot afford to be breached. KAZUAR 
BLACK is comprised of Secure Endpoint running dual or multiple environments 

communicating with the KAZUAR Fortress Backend infrastructure. 
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SECURE  IMPORT
Easy and secure transfer of
information from the open
environment into the secure one

SECURE  EXPORT
Transfer of information from
 the secure organizational environment
 to the open one – process managed
 by hardware based cryptographic lockdown

An open “BLUE” environment allows 
you free access to the open world. You 
can perform any day to day activities 
and freely surf the web.

Highly secure “BLACK” environment is 
protected by cryptographic isolation 
connected to the fortress. This is your 
sensitive organizational environment. 

Black modeBlue mode



Running dual (or multiple) environments

Sleek design 

Tamper resistance: physical anti-tamper mechanisms
with destructive fail-safes.

KAZUAR secure Endpoint:

Proprietary laptop designed to provide unprecedented 
level of security both on the physical and the software 
level, while providing exceptional  user experience.   

KAZUAR FORTRESS
Backend infrastructure, which hosts the KAZUAR Black secure 
environment, offering high emphasis on security and privacy

Insider Attacks: The Fortress provides unique protection
against highly malicious and sophisticated insider attacks 
(“Snowden Scenario”).

Zero Trust: KAZUAR Fortress assumes a “zero-trust approach” 
towards both data-at-rest and runtime execution.

Data Retention Approach: KAZUAR's proprietary data 
retention and access approach confines infrastructure 
attacks, detects on-going compromise and slows down 
potential attackers.

Managed Solution: KAZUAR Black can be deployed as a full 
service (Saas model) or on premises, depending on your 
organizations scale and needs. 

How does it work?

Your organization uses KAZUAR laptops and fortress for its sensitive data.
By selecting the Blue environment, you surf the web and conduct non-sensitive 
business or personal activities. With a click of a button, you switch to the Black 

environment to connect to highly sensitive information on the Fortress. You can 
easily and securely transfer information between the environments based on 

KAZUAR’s proprietary technology against insider leaks. 

The solution is developed in cooperation with Intel



SECURITY BY DESIGN

KAZUAR Black redesigned hardware and software from the ground up to be impervious to the most
sophisticated, state-level attacks. You can enjoy a superior level of security that no combination of
existing products can offer. 

Uniquely protected by KAZUAR:

Privilege Escalation: Attempts to 
obtain levels of access higher than
a system administrator in order to 
perform kernel operations 

Hardware attacks: Physical 
tempering of different parts of the 
end point to obtain sensitive
information

Side channel attacks: Form of reverse 
engineering that takes advantage of 
the information leakage from the 
electronic circuitry

Rootkit: Maliciously modified 
administrative tools to grant "Root" 
access, activated each time the 
system boots up

Keyloggers: Recording of keyboard 
strokes to collect password and 
confidential information

HDD theft: HDD theft and
information leakage due to physical 
access and tampering

Screen Grabbers: Collection of 
screen output

Hypervisor Compromise: Exploitation 
of Hypervisor vulnerabilities to gain 
access and break into the hypervisor

Patenting:

Patent Application No. 258371  

Patent Application No. 258368 

Patent Application No. 258379 

Patent Application No. 258380 

WHO WE ARE?

KAZUAR’s founders foresaw the proliferation of powerful nation-state offensive 
cyber capabilities into the private sector, and understood that this new level of 

threat calls for a paradigm shift in cyber security. Our exceptional team of experts 
from the Israeli  Intelligence community has an extensive track-record in offensive

and defensive cyber, combined with world-leading expertise in cryptography.

KAZUAR Advanced Technologies Ltd.  | TASE Building, 2 Ahuzat Bayit St. | Tel Aviv 6525216 Israel 
T +972-77-9981606 | F +972-77-3183167 | office@kazuar-tech.com

Click to watch video presentation

https://vimeo.com/285998507

